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"She has a feel for music most of us dream about."
Sidney Joel Goldberg, Radio Shoppers Network
"Her music is not physical... She takes you to the stars"…
Yves Caron, Lezart Productions, Edmonton
"Expert musicianship driven by that incredibly sweet voice proves that Hebert is at the top of
her game."
John Sollenberger Passadena News 10/07/2010
"Danielle Hebert traces a direct line between the pulse of her music and her public's pulse.
Ronald Tremblay, Radio-Canada Alberta
"Danielle's voice is absolutely stunning and beautiful... Unlike anything today that radio
experiences.Heavy
Lenny Bronstein, Record Promoter, Los Angeles
"Danielle Hébert, one of Vancouver's finest artists."
Spirit of vancouver
"She has basket of valuable goods: an espressive voice… There are moments that rival Pink
Floyd or Kate Bush for both drama and sheer sonic loveliness... … delicious blend of
othervorldly passion and enthralling melody."
Alexander Varty, The Georgia Straight, Vancouver
I love your "Aventurière Accidentelle" CD so much I'm going to feature it on the FRONT PAGE
of CD Baby for a few days ...your CD is one of the best I've ever heard.
Derek Sivers, President CD Baby
"One has to be impressed by the level of sophistication and unbridled experimentation on this
disc. Wonderfully inventive and engaging."
Cal Koat, Worldbeat Canada, Vancouver
"...Magnificent climate. Unique. Impressive... Beautiful fusion... Unclassable, it certainly is
Danielle Hebert...
Serge André, Carcassonne, France
"I just received her latest Opus. MAGNIFICENT."
Jean Gagnon Doré, Radio Ville-Marie, Montréal
"A rare beast fell into my hands recently.. this avant-garde fusion of jazz, opera, french
chanson... is majestically well executed... the vocal arrangements..are of exquisite complexity.
they showcase Danielle Hebert's superb voice, reminiscent of Annie Lennox…
Marc Despatie, Le Gaboteur, St John Newfoundland
"She has the merit of being authentic."
Jury, Montreal Ma Premiere Place des Arts
"I did dig Danielle as an artist. She was very humorous, interactive,and real. She was a person
who lived her music... She had depth, and I liked that... her drive and passion left you feeling
compensated... With the performance of Danielle Hebert and Jesse Zubot, my ideologies of
Jazz were instantaneously evolved..."
Andy Court, writer, Lethbridge Insider

